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Abstract. Pileus clouds form where humid, vertically strat-
ified air is mechanically displaced ahead of rising convec-
tion. This paper describes convective formation of pileus
cloud in the tropopause transition layer (TTL), and explores
a possible link to the formation of long-lasting cirrus at cold
temperatures. The study examines in detail in-situ mea-
surements from off the coast of Honduras during the July
2002 CRYSTAL-FACE experiment that showed an example
of TTL cirrus associated with, and penetrated by, deep con-
vection. The TTL cirrus was enriched with total water com-
pared to its surroundings, but was composed of extremely
small ice crystals with effective radii between 2 and 4µm.
Through gravity wave analysis, and intercomparison of mea-
sured and simulated cloud microphysics, it is argued that the
TTL cirrus originated neither from convectively-forced grav-
ity wave motions nor environmental mixing alone. Rather, it
is hypothesized that a combination of these two processes
was involved in which, first, a pulse of convection forced
pileus cloud to form from TTL air; second, the pileus layer
was punctured by the convective pulse and received larger ice
crystals through interfacial mixing; third, the addition of this
condensate inhibited evaporation of the original pileus ice
crystals where a convectively forced gravity wave entered its
warm phase; fourth, through successive pulses of convection,
a sheet of TTL cirrus formed. While the general incidence
and longevity of pileus cloud remains unknown, in-situ mea-
surements, and satellite-based Microwave Limb Sounder re-
trievals, suggest that much of the tropical TTL is sufficiently
humid to be susceptible to its formation. Where these clouds
form and persist, there is potential for an irreversible reparti-
tion from water vapor to ice at cold temperatures.

Correspondence to:T. Garrett
(tgarrett@met.utah.edu)

1 Introduction

At low latitudes, the tropopause transition layer (TTL) rep-
resents the layer between approximately 14 to 18 km alti-
tude through which tropospheric air enters the stratosphere
(Rosenlof, 2003). It is characterized by high vertical gradi-
ents in water concentration and a local minimum in tempera-
ture.The mechanisms governing distributions of water vapor
and ice in the TTL have attracted considerable interest. This
is primarily because these species contribute to the planetary
greenhouse effect by strongly absorbing terrestrial radiation
at temperatures typically 100 K colder than the surface.

This paper attempts to describe a process in the TTL that
has been largely overlooked, but is visibly associated with a
repartition of water from vapor to ice. When clear, moist,
stratified air is pushed upward above rising deep convection,
it cools adiabatically. The activity of solution aerosols in the
air increases, sometimes to the point that they freeze homo-
geneously. The newly formed ice crystals subsequently grow
by the diffusion of water vapor to their surface. The process
is visible as a tenuous veil that forms over the tops of con-
vective cloud turrets. These clouds have been called pileus,
from the Latin word for the felt caps that were worn by freed
slaves.

The motivation for studying cloud formation of any type in
the TTL is that the effects of water molecules on atmospheric
processes is different in the condensed phase than it is in the
gas phase. For one, condensate settles, and can dessicate
air. Second, when molecular dipoles such as H2O are placed
in close proximity, as they are in condensate, they respond
to electromagnetic radiation by vibrating in phase, greatly
amplifying the interaction with electromagnetic radiation.

In the case of pileus clouds,however, normally it would be
assumed that their formation is associated only with transient
effects on water vapor concentrations and radiative fluxes –
once the convective pressure forcing is removed, TTL air
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Fig. 1. Photo of pileus forming on top of deep convection over land
near Darwin, Australia on 14 November 2004 at 07:05 p.m. local
time.

returns to its previously clear initial atmospheric state. Here,
we examine this assumption more closely using photogra-
phy, in situ measurements, and numerical simulations. An
argument is made that, where the TTL is initially supersatu-
rated, or pileus is punctured and mixes with deep convection,
pileus cloud may linger. If so, an irreversible repartion from
vapor to condensate occurs within TTL air.

2 Photography

For illustration, we show two examples of pileus clouds
forming near the tropopause. The first shows pileus form-
ing in “stacked” layers above a deep convective storm that
developed over land in the Tropical Western Pacific region
near Darwin, Australia (12◦ S, 130◦ E) (Fig. 1). At the Dar-
win airport, fifteen minutes after this photograph was taken,
there was extensive lightning, an unusually intense surface
gust front of 83 km h−1, a temperature drop of 10◦C, and the
precipitation intensity reached 80 mm h−1. It is impossible
to say with certainty, but the vigor of the storm is suggestive
that, near the time the photograph was taken, the convective
tops were near the tropopause, which local soundings indi-
cate was located at 17.8 km and 186 K. According to the ap-

parent height of the convective cloud in the photograph, the
convection had pushed the moist layer that formed the pileus
cloud about 10% (2 km) higher.

A similar example of pileus formation above deep convec-
tion has been described by Scorer (1972), based on observa-
tions in Kenya. A series of four photographs showed deep
convection forming then puncturing pileus cloud. Once the
convection subsided, the pileus lingered and spread. At the
same time, anvil outflow from the deep convection spread as
a separate cloud layer beneath the newly formed cirrus. Pho-
tographs in Fig. 2, which were taken over Louisiana at an
altitude of 12 km, appear to show a similar process. Turbu-
lent cirrus anvil outflow spreading from deep convection was
apparently accompanied by two thinner, laminar cloud layers
at higher altitudes. It is possible the highest layer was pre-
existing. However, its horizontal extent, and the presence of
wave-like features with dimensions similar to the width of
the deep convective turret, suggests the layer originated as
pileus cloud forced by convective uplift. The lower layer,
which was more clearly pileus, enveloped the convective tur-
ret in a characteristic skullcap veil. Six minutes later, this
pileus layer had been punctured by the turret, and spread lat-
erally above the anvil. Unfortunately, no photographs were
taken at later stages of development when the convection had
subsided. However, at least at its edges, this lower layer ap-
pears to have survived to the point where it was evolving as
TTL cirrus independent from the convection that forced it.

3 Formation of TTL cirrus near deep convection

The photographs show that convection can induce cirrus for-
mation at cold temperatures and low latitudes; observations
appear to indicate that sometimes overshooting deep convec-
tion can puncture a pileus cloud it forms. This is notable,
because interfacial turbulent mixing is generated by shear
between convective cloud and its environment (Grabowski
and Clark, 1991, 1993), and humidity becomes enhanced in
clear air up to several cloud radii distant (Perry and Hobbs,
1996; Lu et al., 2002). We now discuss whether a possible
exchange of air between convection and its surroundings may
play a role in the evolution of a pileus cloud.

While we know of no in situ observations in the TTL
that were conclusively made within pileus cloud, we de-
scribe here measurements of TTL cirrus obtained from the
NASA WB-57F aircraft during the July 2002 CRYSTAL-
FACE campaign over Southern Florida and near Honduras.
During CRYSTAL-FACE, measurements of ice concentra-
tions were obtained with a Cloud and Aerosol Particle Spec-
trometer (CAPS) (Baumgardner et al., 2002), water vapor
w and total water concentrationsQ with the Harvard Wa-
ter Probe (Weinstock et al., 1994), the optical extinction co-
efficient β from a Cloud Integrating Nephelometer (CIN)
(Gerber et al., 2000), total water isotopic concentrations
HDO and H2O with the Aircraft Laser Infrared Absorption
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Fig. 2. Photographs of pileus and thin cirrus formation obtained at 12 km altitude over Louisiana on 30 April 2004 during the Mid-Latitude
Cirrus Experiment (MidCiX). Photograph(B) is a closeup of the convective dome shown 6 min earlier in(A).

Spectrometer (ALIAS) (Webster et al., 1994), and tempera-
ture, pressure, and wind speed from the Meteorological Mea-
surement System (MMS) (Scott et al., 1990).

From observations on six flights, Garrett et al. (2004)
noted that cirrus had formed in the TTL directly above, but
separate from anvil outflow from deep convection. In these
cases, the anvil and TTL cirrus did not appear to have formed
independently. Cloud boundaries established from aircraft
and satellite indicated that the TTL cirrus had nearly the same
horizontal extent and location as the anvil. Also, mixing ra-
tios of nitrogen oxide (NO), potential temperature (θ ), and
total water in the TTL cirrus were intermediate to those ob-
served in clear TTL air and those in anvil cirrus. Thus, it was
interpreted that the formation of TTL cirrus involved a frac-
tional contribution of air from deep convection. In the mea-
surements, this contribution ranged up to 0.5. In one TTL
cirrus layer suitable for such analysis, measured on 21 July,
spectral analysis of the temperature field showed that it con-
tained a distinct monochromatic gravity wave signature not
seen in surrounding clear air. The horizontal wavelength of
this feature was∼2 km – similar to the horizontal dimension
of deep convective turrets – and its vertical amplitude was
several hundred meters. The apparent combination of mix-
ing and monochromatic wave motion led to the speculation
that the TTL cirrus was forced by deep convection, but began
as pileus cloud that had mixed with the convective turret.

The extent of mixing between different airmasses can be
inferred from measurements of such conserved variables as
enthalpy and total water. In addition, the airmass origins can
be inferred from relative concentrations of isotopes of total
water, since these fractionate according to their condensation
temperature – a proxy for their altitude (Kuang et al., 2003;
Webster and Heymsfield, 2003), and in total water, they mix
linearly. According to Rayleigh distillation, atmospheric wa-
ter becomes progressively lighter as an air parcel is cooled;
heavier isotopes preferentially condense and precipitate. In
the absence of any mixing, the depletion of HDO relative to
H2O (δ−HDO) would range from−8.6% above the ocean,
to ∼−95 % at the coldest tropical tropopause. Recent mea-
surements have shown average values ofδ−HDO in the TTL
are in fact near−64%, which argues that the origins of TTL
moisture are determined by condensation processes well be-

low the tropopause (Kuang et al., 2003). However, Webster
and Heymsfield (2003) showed that this value is only an av-
erage, and TTL values ofδ−HDO are actually highly vari-
able, ranging from−90 to∼0% at horizontal scales down to
∼3 km.

An illustration of a role for mixing in TTL cirrus formation
is shown in Fig. 3, from a vertical descent during CRYSTAL-
FACE by the WB-57F, first through TTL cirrus, and then fol-
lowed by anvil cirrus. The aircraft flew through what, from
satellite imagery, looked like a continuous anvil cloud shield,
entering the TTL cirrus about 40 km downwind from where
the anvil leading edge was located, and entering the anvil
layer a further 20 km downwind. Values ofδ-HDO in the
TTL cirrus were lower than those observed in anvil air be-
neath it, but higher than surrounding TTL air, which suggests
the TTL cirrus was formed by mixing convective air into the
TTL. It might be argued that the anvil cirrus and TTL cirrus
were equally derived from deep convection: i.e. that the TTL
cirrus formed simply from detrainment of the same convec-
tive air mass that formed the anvil; HDO was lower in the
TTL cirrus simply because it had been depleted by precipi-
tation. However, the potential temperature in the TTL cirrus
was about 3 K colder than air immediately above and below,
and about 10 K warmer than the anvil air. Also, total water
concentrations in the TTL cirrus were intermediate to those
seen in surrounding TTL air and anvil cirrus below. Because
enthalpy,δ−HDO, and total water mix linearly, the impli-
cation is that, while the anvil formed from convective de-
trainment, the TTL cirrus formed through some small-scale
mechanism that involved mixing of the TTL with deep con-
vection.

A second example, showing possible interactions between
deep convection and the TTL, is shown in Figs. 4 and 5 from
quasi-level straight northbound flight off the coast of Hon-
duras on 9 July 2002 at an altitude between 15 and 15.3 km.
This case is of particular interest because it shows a situation
where deep convective cloud had punctured much more ten-
uous cirrus at the tropopause. The deep convective cloud
sampled at 67 350 and 67 800 s UTC hadδ−HDO values
close to zero, indicative of air brought from the surface, with
ice mixing ratio values approaching several hundreds ppmv;
surrounding TTL cirrus was characterized byδ-HDO values
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Fig. 3. Profile of (A) temperatureT and potential temperatureθ , (B) H2O mixing ratios (measured vapour: black; saturation vapour with
respect to ice: grey; total (vapour plus ice): red) and(C) δ-HDO in a profile obtained on 28 July 2002 over southern Florida. Two isotopically
distinct cloud layers are seen: anvil cirrus outflow from convection located below 13 km altitude, and a more tenuous TTL layer centered at
14.5 km altitude.

of ∼–50% and ice mixing ratio values typically less than
20 ppmv. As noted by the back-seater on the aircraft at the
time, the TTL cirrus was at a higher level than the anvil cir-
rus shield visible in Geostationary Operational Environmen-
tal Satellite (GOES)-8 imagery shown in Fig. 4.

We now explore several possibilities for the origins of the
TTL cirrus shown in Fig. 5.

3.1 Pre-existence

First, the TTL cirrus may have formed prior to the convec-
tive event from some unrelated mechanism. Analysis of the
GOES-8 imagery matched to the four nearest pixels to the
flight track (Minnis et al., 1995) indicates the breadth of
the cloud mass visible from space had visible optical depths
(τ ) sufficiently high for the cloud to act as a thermal black-
body (i.e.τ&10). The satellite-derived atmospheric effec-
tive temperatureTeff was∼–60◦C where the WB-57F was in
TTL cirrus, and∼–70◦C where it was in overshooting deep
convection. For comparison, in-situ MMS measurements of
temperature along the full extent of the flight leg varied about
−74±2◦C. The 4 degree difference between the retrieved and
in-situ temperatures in the deep convection is symptomatic of
a more general phenomenon, and its magnitude lacks satis-
factory explanation (Sherwood et al., 2004). The larger, 14
degree discrepancy between in-situ and space-derived tem-
peratures where the aircraft was in TTL cirrus indicates that
the TTL layer was transparent in the infrared, and that the
satellite saw primarily thermal emission from the warmer
blackbody anvil layer. Outside the anvil cirrus boundaries,

(denoted by A and B in Figs. 4 and 5), the TTL cirrus also
terminated, andTeff was indicative of the lower atmosphere
or surface. What is implied by these measurements is that
the TTL cirrus and anvil layers overlayed one another and
had nearly the same horizontal extent. Garrett et al. (2004)
noted similar observations within three other similar cases
during CRYSTAL-FACE, taken from flight both along and
across the direction of prevailing flow. From these limited
observations, it appears that TTL and anvil cirrus co-extent
on 9 July may be representative of a broader phenomenon
and is unlikely to be due to coincidence alone. While we lack
conclusive evidence, it seems most likely that both the anvil
and TTL cirrus were derived from deep convection. How-
ever, why a detached layer of TTL cirrus should spread at the
same rate as the anvil beneath it is not known. We note that
cooling in the TTL is enhanced by radiative equilibration to
the presence of a cold blackbody anvil beneath it (Hartmann
et al., 2001), and that this may encourage TTL cirrus forma-
tion and spreading.

3.2 Detrainment

If the TTL cirrus was associated with the observed con-
vection, it may have been derived from the detrainment of
cloudy air. If the cloud was subsequently dessicated through
precipitation, a tenuous layer depleted in HDO would re-
main. We believe this is unlikely. Abrupt gradients in
δ−HDO andQ were observed along the flight path between
the convection and TTL cirrus. To account for these would
have required that most of the ice crystal mass in the deep
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Fig. 4. WB-57F flight leg through cloudy air at approximately 15 km altitude off the East coast of Honduras during the CRYSTAL-FACE
experiment, in 5 min segments beginning atA on 66 300 s UTC 9 July 2002. Arrows point to regions of overshooting deep convection.

convection was contained in large hydrometeors that precip-
itated quickly once ejected into the TTL.

To evaluate the role of precipition in the formation of the
TTL cirrus more closely, we derived values of the ice crys-
tal mass and the effective radiusre (the ratio of the third
to the second moment of the size distribution) using two
techniques. The first employed size distributions from the
CAPS probe. For particles between about 0.5 and 50µm,
the CAPS probe measures particle diameter. Larger particles
<1500µm across were imaged using an occultation tech-
nique that yields particle cross-sections. To calculate particle
mass and effective radius from these data, we assumed the
smaller, cloud mode particles were spheres, and reduced the
cross-sections of the larger, precipitation mode particles to
a circle with equivalent area, and then derived particle vol-
ume by assuming sphericity. The second approach to deriv-
ing re used combined bulk-probe measurements of ice wa-
ter and optical extinction from the Harvard water and CIN
probe. Bulk probe measurements ofre are less sensitive to
condensate than the CAPS probe (hence the incomplete data
set in the more tenuous TTL cloud), and they do not give
size-resolved information, but ostensibly they are more ac-
curate as they are insensitive to particle morphology (Garrett
et al., 2003). Roskovensky (2004) found close agreement

in comparisons of bulk-probe derivedre with values derived
from overflight of a MODIS Airborne Simulator aboard the
NASA ER-2 aircraft during sampling of thin cirrus on 26
July during CRYSTAL-FACE. On 9 July, both sets of in-situ
measurements showed values ofre between 5 and 6µm in
the the deep convective cloud, of which only 0.5 to 1µm
could be attributed to the presence of precipitation mode ice
crystals (Fig. 5). This was because the contribution to to-
tal ice crystal mass from precipitation mode ice crystals with
area-equivalent radii larger than 25µm was less than 10%
and 15% in the first and second convective penetrations, re-
spectively. The effective radius of the precipitation mode par-
ticles alone was about 30µm, which corresponds to a grav-
itational settling rate of just 10 cm s−1. Therefore, most of
the convective mass was in suspension, and the mass that
wasn’t settled slowly. It is therefore difficult to explain how
detrainment from convection could account for the observed
contrasts inQ andδ−HDO between the convective and TTL
cirrus cloud.

3.3 Wind shear

Alternatively, numerical models show that strong wind shear
over the top of a mid-latitude convective domes can favor
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Fig. 5. In-situ and satellite retrievals corresponding to the flight leg shown in Fig. 4, and bounded by letters A and B. Measurements show,
GOES-8 retrievals of cloud effective temperatureTeff and optical depthτ , in-situ perturbations to environmental potential temperature1θ

and zonal wind velocity1U from the MMS instrument, the saturation ratio with respect to iceSi and totalQ and vaporw water mixing
ratios from the Harvard water probe, fractionation of HDO relative to H2O, δ−HDO, from the ALIAS probe, and ice crystal effective radius
re from the CAPS probe (blue line – total; dashed black line – cloud mode only), and the CIN and Harvard water probes (red dots). Shaded
area shows mixing ratios of ice.

“jumping cirrus” (Fujita, 1982), or breaking gravity waves
that entrain “gulps” of convective air which then spread out
as thin layers of cirrus (Wang, 2003). These model results
are qualitatively consistent with thin cirrus seen in multi-
spectral satellite imagery of plumes spreading downwind of
mid-latitude deep convective storm tops (Setvák et al., 2003).
At tropical latitudes, Yamamoto et al. (2003) showed that, in
a 1 km layer above the tropical temperature minimum,Ri

is usually less than 0.5, and sometimes less than the “criti-
cal” value of 0.25 below which shear generated turbulence is
sustained, but that elsewhere the TTL is very stable. MMS
profiles before and after the TTL cloud transect on 9 July
indicated the cloud was embedded in a nearly isothermal en-
vironment. Combined with measurements of wind shear in
aircraft profiles just prior to and following the TTL cirrus
flight leg, we calculated thatRi ranged from∼1.5 to∼11.
Also, the MMS measured kinetic eddy dissipation rateε in
the TTL cirrus was just 10−6 W/kg. While this was ten times
higher than values ofε observed in surrounding clear air, it
is still exceptionally low. It is unlikely that vigorous cirrus
formation mechanisms were playing a role in this case.

3.4 Gravity waves

It has been noted previously (Potter and Holton, 1995) that
deep convection can force gravity waves that propagate verti-
cally into the stratosphere where they may induce cloud for-
mation. Lane et al. (2001) used numerical and analytical ar-
guments to show that gravity-waves can be produced by the
vertical oscillation of convective turrets about their level of
neutral buoyancy (LNB) as they move with the wind.

There is some evidence for convectively-forced gravity
wave motions in the 9 July case (Fig. 5). Fluctuations in
zonal wind (U) and T were found in WB-57F MMS data be-
tween 67 700 and 68 300 s UTC within a layer between 15.0
and 15.3 km. The initial encounter with a convective plume
at 67 800 s UTC was associated with a temperature drop of
∼3 K. As the convective air was colder than its surround-
ings, the convective plume had risen above its LNB, locally
squeezing isentropes upward. Two subsequent temperature
drops ranged from 1.5 to 2.2 K, but were not within dense
cloud. As such, these latter fluctuations represent gravity
wave motions forced by the convection, with the strongest
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within the decelerating plume itself. Nearly constant temper-
ature during climbs before and after the TTL cirrus measure-
ments indicate the environment was locally quasi-isothermal.
The tropopause altitude (14.9 km) was just slightly below the
aircraft track. Because gravity waves were forced within rel-
atively stable air overlying the decelerating updraft, we con-
clude the WB-57F was sampling near the forcing level for the
wave field. MMS time series ofU andθ perturbations show
that gravity waves were first observed at 67 000 s UTC, prior
to entering the first convective plume at∼67 300 s UTC, and
again at 67 800 s UTC, when the second updraft core was
reached. A similar signature was seen in the saturation and
water vapor mixing ratios. During the first encounter, only
modest cooling was associated with a portion of the plume
itself. Much of the wave energy appears to have dispersed
in the direction of the approaching aircraft, suggesting the
plume had significantly decayed. in contrast, cooling within
the second updraft was much stronger, and better correlated
with the total water andδ-HDO time series. Since this cool-
ing took place at the leading edge of the gravity wave field,
we believe this particular updraft was forcing the observed
waves that followed its penetration.

At 67 930 s UTC, 100 s period (in flight time) oscillations
in MMS measurements ofU andθ appear to be almost in
phase. This suggests waves were propagating up and away
from the convection, but at a frequency more typically asso-
ciated with decaying waves (Dean-Day et al., 1998). Because
a low-stability region was evident in the MMS temperature
profile above the convection at 16 km altitude, wave reflec-
tion may have also altered the phase relationship between
U andθ from the canonical quarter-cycle often observed at
lower intrinsic frequencies.

Because of the damping effect of the aircraft mass, MMS
vertical winds are most responsive at shorter observed pe-
riods (<50 s). Since we are investigating somewhat longer
periods, we instead estimate the updraft velocity of the wave
from the sampling geometry, estimates of convection veloc-
ity, and linear wave theory. These calculations indicate a
gravity wave of∼7 km wavelength having an updraft veloc-
ity amplitude ofW∼4 m s−1, and an intrinsic frequency of
ω̂=0.015 s−1 (see Appendix A). These results are consistent
with others outlined by Garrett et al. (2004), which described
the dynamics of a TTL cirrus as being driven by high fre-
quency waves with an amplitude and wavelength consistent
with forcing from uplift of the TTL by a turret of deep con-
vection. Convection produces dispersive waves covering a
wide spectrum in frequency and energy. However, theoreti-
cally, “stationary-phase” solutions to an initial value problem
for the temporary displacement of stratified air (Lighthill,
2001) indicate the highest frequency waves, approaching the
buoyancy frequencyN , have the largest vertical amplitude.
Therefore, it is these that are most likely to produce the cool-
ing required for cloud formation.

However, while it is quite plausible that these rapid, high-
amplitude gravity-wave motions could have forced cloud for-

mation within clear TTL air, the magnitude of the tempera-
ture fluctuations was nonetheless too small to account for the
elevated levels ofQ observed. The TTL cirrus was enriched
in water by several tens of ppmv relative to surrounding air
while adiabatic vertical displacement of a parcel at this level
corresponds to apparent enrichment of just 1.6 ppmv K−1.
Second, the TTL cirrus exhibited no apparent correlation be-
tween the magnitude ofQ, and fluctuations inθ orU , which
suggests the two were largely unrelated. While gravity waves
may have played a role in the formation of ice mass, it was
apparently minor.

3.5 Mixing with clear TTL air

A more likely explanation for the elevated levels ofQ ob-
served is that successive pulses of deep convective cloudy air
mixed ice and water into the surrounding TTL. If the sur-
rounding air were sub-saturated, as it might be at lower alti-
tudes, the mixing would leave a halo of high humidity around
the cloud. On 9 July, however, the TTL was initially super-
saturated with respect to ice, with average values ofSi of
about 1.2, so ice would be expected to linger.

To test this hypothesis, we create a simple mixing model
based on the assumption that total waterQ, temperatureT ,
and ice crystal numberNi mix linearly between cloudy air
derived from convection and ambient clear air intially free of
hydrometeors, i.e.,

ζmixture = (1 − f ) ζclear+ f ζconvection

where,ζ is the mixed scalar quantity andf the fractional
composition of the resulting mixture derived from the con-
vection. The mixing ratio of iceχ does not mix lin-
early and depends on the difference betweenQmixture and
Siwsat(Tmixture), wherewsat(Tmixture) is the saturation mix-
ing ratio within the mixed air parcel. In the model, the value
of Si in both the mixture and the convection is set to unity,
Ni in clear air is zero, andre andQ in the convection are
5µm and 300 ppmv, respectively. Cloudre is related toχ
and N through the cube root of their ratio. The ambient and
convection temperature are set to 200 K and 198 K, respec-
tively, although, becauseQ greatly exceedswsat in the con-
vection, this temperature difference has negligible impact on
the model results.

Figure 6 shows the expected size and ice mixing ratio for
mixed particles as a function off and the value ofSi in
TTL air. For example, cloud mixed into an environment with
Si=0.25 evaporates completely when dilution reaches 97%,
(f=0.03), leaving a “halo” of elevated humidity around the
convective core. ForSi>1,χ andNi still decrease in propor-
tion to 1−f , howeverχ decreases by a lesser amount. This is
because, when ice crystals are mixed into supersaturated air,
equilibrium between the vapor and ice phase demands ex-
tra condensation, and as a consequence, the particles in the
mixture actually grow.
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Fig. 6. Particle radius (µm) (red) and ice water mixing ratio (ppmv)
(blue) for a hypothetical mixing scenario between the convective
cloud shown in Fig. 5 and ambient TTL air, for values of clear air
TTL Si shown.

These model results are in partial disagreement with the
observations shown in Fig. 5. If mixing were the dominant
mechanism accounting for the presence of the TTL cirrus,
measurements ofχ in the TTL cirrus layer should imply
that f was less than 0.1. In this case, the model indicates
the expected value ofre in the TTL cirrus should be about
0.5µm higher than in the convective plume. However, two
sets of in-situ observations showed values ofre in the TTL
cirrus that were up to twice as small as those in the convec-
tion, with sizes ranging from just 2 to 4µm. Arguably, this
inconsistency could be ascribed to the removal of precipita-
tion mode particles through gravitational settling, a process
that was not included in the mixing model. However, as de-
scribed in Sect. 3.2 the precipitation particles measured by
the CAPS probe in the convection were too small to have
settled out rapidly. Moreover, the precipitation particles con-
tributed less than 1µm to the total value that was derived
for re in the sampled convection (Fig. 5). Therefore, even if
these particles had settled rapidly, the reduction tore would
still have been less than that observed.

Thus, mixing between deep convection and initially clear
supersaturated TTL air satisfactorily accounts for the ob-
served ice water mixing ratios in the TTL cirrus. However, it
does not account for the ice crystal sizes that were observed.

3.6 Mixing with TTL pileus cloud

A final explanation considered for the observations is a mod-
ification to the aforementioned mixing and gravity wave hy-
potheses. While mixing occurred between the convective
plume and TTL air, the TTL air was not initially clear.
Rather, because the TTL was initially supersaturated, a pileus
cloud formed easily ahead of the rising pulse of deep convec-

Fig. 7. Simulations ofSi in a simulated non-dispersive gravity
wave for two scenarios: (blue) pileus cloud forms, and then reforms
in successive pulses of a gravity wave, and (red) the pileus cloud
forms, then mixes with a deep convective plume. Mixing occurs at
100 s.

tion. The more energetic and faster moving convection punc-
tured the TTL cloud it formed, and mixed in convective ice
mass. Interfacial mixing occured between the deep convec-
tion and ambient air throughout its trajectory, but only where
it passed through initially supersaturated layers of clear air
did both pileus cloud form, and mixed convective ice crystals
avoid evaporation. Through successive pulses of convection
and mixing, TTL cirrus was formed with the microphysical
and gravity wave characteristics shown in Fig. 5.

To test this hypothesis requires simulation of pileus dy-
namics and microphysics. We are aware of no detailed de-
scription of the dynamics of pileus formation. However, as
a guide, dimensional analysis suggests that, from a balance
between kinetic and potential energy, stratified isentropes are
pushed upward byδz∼W/N , whereN is the buoyancy fre-
quency of the TTL andW the vertical velocity of the con-
vection. Thus, deep convection adiabatically cools the air it
displaces by

δT ∼
gW

cpN
(1)

whereg is gravity, andcp the heat capacity of dry air. Val-
ues ofW in deep convection commonly reach∼10 m s−1.
However, above the base of the TTL, overshooting turrets
decelerate, soW should be somewhat smaller. As a guide,
we assume the described gravity waves around the convec-
tion, with a vertical velocity amplitude of 4 m s−1, and a fre-
quency of 0.015 s−1, were representative of the initial forcing
of the pileus cloud.
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Fig. 8. As in Fig. 7 for non-mixed(A) and(C) and mixed(B) and(D) scenarios. (A) and (B) represent simulations ofw (dashed line),Q
(solid line), andχ (shaded area), and (C) and (D) represent simulations of particle radius (shaded area indicating bounds of one standard
deviation away from the mean).

An estimate of the cooling forced by the displacement is
of order several degrees Eq. (1). Condensate forms if this
cooling is sufficient to raise the saturation ratio with respect
to iceSi to approximately 1.6 (Koop et al., 2000; Baker and
Baker, 2004). Above this level, the amount of condensate
that forms is determined by the Clausius-Clapeyron relation.
Our estimates of the controlling dynamics are used to force a
microphysical parcel model (Appendix B), which includes
homogeneous freezing of solution aerosol, ice crystal dif-
fusional growth, and mixing. Based on the microphysical
measurements in the TTL cirrus shown in Fig. 5, the parcel
model is intialized to values ofSi andT of 1.2 and 198 K,
respectively. Convective air is assumed to be 3 K colder than
its surroundings, with an ice mixing ratio of 150 ppmv and
values forre of 5µm.

Two cloud formation scenarios are considered. In the first,
a pileus cloud forms due to convective uplift. The pileus
cloud stays separate from the convection and does not mix
(i.e.f=0). In the second scenario, after the pileus cloud
forms, it is punctured by water-laden deep convection, and
the two clouds mix. This is parameterized with a value of
f=0.1 to be approximately consistent with the apparent wa-

ter enrichment of TTL air shown in Fig. 5. In both simula-
tions (Fig. 7), cloud forms whenSi reaches about 1.65, fol-
lowing which it responds to gravity wave temperature oscil-
lations, and water vapor diffusional growth to nucleated ice
crystals. In the warm phase of the simulated gravity wave,
both the mixed and non-mixed parcels become sub-saturated.
However, the subsaturation is least in the parcel that had been
exposed to mixing with deep convection. Through repeated
wave cycles, the cloud formation process is repeated in the
non-mixed parcel, but in the mixed parcel, condensation on
pre-existing ice crystals inhibits the high values ofSi re-
quired for new nucleation. In reality, new cloud formation
would probably be restricted to the initial impulse in either
case, due to the dispersive nature of the wave, which would
dampen vertical displacement in subsequent cycles. Figure 8
shows the simulated microphysics for the mixed and non-
mixed scenarios. Because the cooling was rate was excep-
tionally rapid, all available aerosol in the model froze, yield-
ing an ice crystal concentration of 1263 cm−3. Kärcher and
Lohmann (2002) describe similarly high concentrations for
the vertical velocities we modeled. 5 ppmv of ice water con-
densed out at the apex of the wave and the simulated pileus
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Fig. 9. As in Fig. 6, except convective air is mixed in fractional
quantityf into pileus cloud withχ=5 ppmv andre=0.5µm.

ice crystals grew to just∼0.5µm radius. These ice crys-
tals sizes are surprisingly small, but reflect the assumed TTL
aerosol concentration and the high calculated value forω̂; if
the aerosol concentration were lower, the ice crystals would
be larger in proportion to the cube root of the concentration
difference; added simulations (not shown) indicated that for
re to be closer to values measured in the deep convection,ω̂

would need to be one hundred times slower.
In the non-mixed scenario (Figs. 8a and c), where the air

parcel enters the warm phase of the gravity wave, it becomes
sub-saturated, and the pileus ice crystals sublimate entirely.
The cloud formation process is repeated in subsequent cy-
cles. In the mixed scenario, where convective cloud is mixed
in to the pileus layer (Figs. 8b and d), the pileus layer does
not entirely evaporate. This is because, as deep convection
mixes with its surroundings, it contributes not just the wa-
ter vapor contained in cold dry air (as suggested by Sher-
wood and Dessler, 2000) but water from small ice crystals
as well. Because these particles sublimate along with the
original pileus ice crystals in the sub-saturated portion of the
wave, they provide a reservoir of water vapor that limits the
full extent of sublimation in the newly formed wave cloud.
The cloudy air mass that is derived from TTL air is only ever
partially sublimated (Fig. 8d), and the cloud is sustained over
repeated wave cycles.

In Fig. 8d, the combined effective radius of the modeled
pileus and convection ice crystals was 2µm, which is in rea-
sonably good agreement with the CAPS observations in the
TTL cirrus shown in Fig. 5. While still speculative, of the
various hypotheses discussed for TTL cirrus formation on 9
July, it appears that the scenario of deep convective air mix-
ing with pileus cloud is most consistent with the measure-
ments. It accounts for both the observed TTL condensate
mixing ratiosχ , and the observation that the TTL ice crystal

Fig. 10. A schematic diagram showing three scenarios for the hy-
pothesized formation of pileus cloud by convection, and the subse-
quent evolution of the forced gravity wave. See discussion in text.

effective radius was smaller than in nearby convective air. In
essence, neither mixing nor rapid gravity wave motion alone
can explain the measurements; it is the combination that is
required. What the parcel model does not reproduce well,
however, is the observed equilibrium values forSi of approx-
imately 1.2 (Fig. 7). WhySi should be greater than unity
is unknown, and it suggests that some important physics is
likely absent from our simulations. Forcing our simple mix-
ing model to values ofSi=1.2 in the deep convective plume
and surrounding TTL cirrus yields results that are similar to
those derived from the parcel model (compare Figs. 8 and
9). For example, iff<0.1, as suggested from measurements
of χ in the TTL cirrus, the corresponding values ofre are
smaller than 2.5µm, which is in close agreement with the
parcel model and the measurements.

3.7 Conceptual model

Based on these analyses, we show in Fig. 10 a schematic of
three possible scenarios by which we suspect pileus clouds
might form and evolve. In the first, (Fig. 10a) an initially
flat isentropic surface has a value ofSi greater than unity
(Ssat) but below its homogeneous freezing pointSf , were it
to be lifted adiabatically. Vertical perturbation of the surface
by rising deep convection causes a cloud to form above the
point where it reachesSf . Once the deep convection subsides
to its LNB, the isentropic surfaces are left to oscillate about
their initial position. In the warm phase of the wave, the
cloud evaporates where it dips belowSsat. The cloud does
not reform because the wave energy propagates, diminishing
the wave amplitude in subsequent cycles.
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Fig. 11.Frequency distributions ofSi in the tropical TTL at 146 hPa retrieved between 20◦ S and 20◦ N using Version 7.02 Microwave Limb
Sounder (MLS) measurements aboard the UARS satellite (dashed – ocean; dotted – land), and in situ profiles from two flights off Honduras
flown during the July 2002 CRYSTAL-FACE project (shaded area), shown as a function of the vertical pressure co-ordinate. Vertically-
aligned contours represent the estimated isentropic lifting (in meters) required to initiate homogeneous freezing of haze aerosol in an air
mass with the given pressure andSi .

A second possibility (Fig. 10b), however, is that the newly
formed pileus cloud never evaporates. While the wave
warms, it never warms sufficiently to dip belowSsat, and
hence evaporate the cloud. In this case, the newly formed
cirrus will be enriched in water relative to its environment
only in proportion to displacement from its equilibrium level
(about several ppmv per degree depending on the tempera-
ture). Third (Fig. 10c), once the pileus cloud forms, it is
punctured by the convective turret that formed it. The turret,
being turbulent, mixes with the more laminar pileus cloud.
Ice crystals are exchanged at their interface. Sufficient ice is
donated to the pileus cloud to enable it to survive the warm
phase of the ensuing oscillations, even where it dips below
the level that would normally be associated withSsat in the
absence of mixing. It is this scenario that we believe best ex-
plains the physical characteristics of the TTL cirrus shown in
Fig. 5. Not shown is the possibility of pileus formation from
isotherms that are initially sub-saturated. This would require
considerable lifting and cooling. Also, the cloud would more
likely be ephemeral, as it would almost certainly evaporate
in the warm phase of the wave. Note, also, that this diagram
illustrates only individual pulses of convective thermals and
pileus, and not rather a continued sequence of convective im-
pulses that would blend together to form a more continuous

sheet of TTL cirrus. An analogous situation is one where a
series of convective bubbles reaching the tropopause relax to
their LNB to form continuous laminar anvil cloud.

4 Susceptibility for pileus formation in the tropical TTL

While it is evident from Fig. 1 that pileus clouds can form in
the TTL, it remains unknown how often the TTL might be
susceptible to pileus formation above convection. The like-
lihood of pileus formation at any location depends on three
factors: the stratification of the TTL, the velocity of the con-
vective uplift, and foremost, the humidity – higher values
of Si require less lifting by convection to initiate ice crys-
tal nucleation. In the tropics, at least, regions of TTL cirrus
are highly correlated withSi , and are most common in re-
gions where deep convection is active (Sandor et al., 2000;
Dessler and Yang, 2003; Wu et al., 2005). While we have no
evidence to demonstrate these TTL cirrus originated during
convective lifting, it should be considered a possibility. To
illustrate, Fig. 11 shows Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS)
measurements at 146 hPa obtained during 1992 aboard the
Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS) (Read et al.,
2004). Superimposed on these curves is the amount of
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isentropic lifting that would be required to cool air to the
point where, according to the Koop et al. (2000) formulation,
haze aerosols would be expected to freeze homogeneously.
For air that is initially saturated with respect to ice, the re-
quired lifting is more than about 300 m, independent of alti-
tude. To produce such uplift above deep convection, assum-
ing a balance between kinetic and potential energy,W∼Nδz,
implying required convective updraft velocities>4 m s−1.
Such values can reasonably be expected from convection that
is above its LNB and decelerating into the TTL. Assuming
300 m lifting, the MLS data imply that∼20% (10%) of land
(ocean) air at 146 hPa could be expected to form pileus cloud
over deep convection.

This estimate of susceptibility of the TTL to pileus for-
mation must be considered with caution given that the un-
certainty in MLS calculations ofSi at 146 hPa is approxi-
mately 30%. Jensen et al. (1999) argued that there may be
compensating errors involved in 146 hPa MLSSi distribu-
tions. Random errors in measurements of temperature and
H2O artifically broaden the distributions; however, the true
distribution may be in fact broad because MLS values ofSi
represent an average over a vertical depth of∼4 km, whereas
high humidity layers are often thinner (and presumably more
common). Also high resolution aircraft measurements from
CRYSTAL-FACE taken off Honduras and Costa Rica show
air mostly supersaturated into the middle TTL (Fig. 11). A
survey of humidity measurements from 40 ER-2 flights be-
tween approximately 10◦ N and 10◦ S (Jensen et al., 2001)
showed that it was typical for air to be near supersaturation
at some level between 15 and 19 km, and in 10-s resolution
data from within 100 m of the tropopause to be supersatu-
rated 30% of the time. Most recently, supersaturated TTL
air has been noted in aircraft data from near Costa Rica with
peak values forSi of 2.3 (Jensen et al., 2005).

5 Conclusions

The relevance of the formation of pileus cloud to how phases
of water are partitioned in the TTL depends in large part on
their longevity. Ordinarily it would be expected that pileus
cloud could exist only in the phase of the gravity wave where
Si>1. Once the potential energy associated with the vertical
displacement of the initial impulse had dispersed, the cloud
would disappear. What we have argued here is that, under
some situations, pileus will linger even after the convective
impulse has ceased. Overshooting deep convective clouds
may be dry compared to their warmer surroundings, but they
are also laden with water in the form of small ice crystals: in
fact, without numerous small crystals, their tops would likely
not have such sharp edges or be so clearly visible. Because
convection is turbulent, it necessarily mixes into its surround-
ings both ice crystals and water vapor. If the environment is
sub-saturated, the ice quickly evaporates where we normally
interpret the edge of the cloud to exist, leaving behind a halo

of humid air. If the environment is supersaturated, however,
it is probable that uplift ahead of the convection will be suf-
ficient to initiate condensation. Where this pileus cloud is
punctured by the faster moving convective turret, ice crys-
tals are mixed from the convection into a cloudy atmosphere
and therefore they do not completely evaporate. In fact, as
described by our parcel model simulations, these ice crystals
can act as a reservoir of water vapor that inhibits deep subsat-
uration in the warm phase of ensuing buoyancy oscillations.
Consequently, the original condensation associated with the
pileus cloud never fully evaporates, even once the responsi-
ble convective pressure perturbation has subsided. The result
is that a repartion from water vapor to ice occurs within the
fraction of the mixed air that was derived from the previously
clear TTL.

In examination of the origins of a TTL cirrus layer formed
off the coast of Honduras, it was this mechanism, of sev-
eral that were considered, that appeared most consistent with
the observations. While the ultimate fate of the TTL cir-
rus ice crystals in this case was unknown, other observations
of TTL cirrus associated with deep convection suggest the
clouds can be relatively long-lived. For example, a study
of the evolution of a TTL cirrus layer above an anvil dur-
ing CRYSTAL-FACE showed that the TTL cloud proper-
ties were stable, even while the anvil beneath it dissipated
(Garrett et al., 2005). The longevity may have been partly
because the ice crystals were small and in a supersaturated
environment, such that they were unlikely to precipitate or
evaporate - measurements of the TTL cirrus ice crystals indi-
cated they were only several micrometers in radius, in which
case gravitational settling was only several tens of meters per
day. Also, it has been suggested by Hartmann et al. (2001),
and demonstrated by Garrett et al. (2005), that TTL cirrus
cools when a cold anvil layer is present below, which should
sustain condensation. However, Comstock et al. (2002) had
noted TTL cirrus in the Tropical Western Pacific that per-
sisted for days following a convective event, even after the
associated anvil had dissipated.

The results described here suggest a hypothesis in which,
by forming pileus cloud in cold, humid environments, con-
vection plays a lasting role in how water and ice are par-
titioned at cold temperatures. The redistribution is due to
small-scale laminar and turbulent processes at altitudes well
above the convective level of neutral buoyancy where anvil
cirrus is normally found. While we provide photographic
evidence that pileus clouds form at high altitudes and be-
come TTL cirrus, we know of no in-situ measurements that
are conclusively within the pileus clouds themselves. Hence,
while plausible, the hypothesis remains speculative. Future
space-borne measurements of the TTL using lidar and radar
should help show where and how often thin cirrus layers
are present above deep convection. Detailed cloud resolv-
ing model simulations might show how these clouds evolve,
and quantify their potential influence to global fields of vapor
and radiation near the tropopause.
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Fig. A1. Parabolic pattern formed by gravity waves generated by a
convective source. Viewed from above, the updraft forcing the wave
field is indicated by a black dot; two-dimensional curves of constant
phaseψ are shown to intersect and lie upstream from the convec-
tion. VA indicates aircraft velocity along the ground-based track
(bold line); the wave vectork is shown as the axis of the parabolic
phase curves at timet .

Appendix A

Wave sampling

As viewed in the horizontal plane, gravity waves generated
by a convective updraft will form a steady-state, parabolic-
shaped field of constant phase curves, upstream from the en-
ergy source (Fig. A1). In time, each of the parabolic curves
tracks the horizontal movement of the underlying convection,
orienting its axis along the horizontal wind vector at the alti-
tude of wave forcing. Here, the wave vectork is defined to
lie parallel to the mean wind, but by convention must have a
positive eastward component.

In general, the complex geometry of a gravity wave field
can only be fully determined by means of three-dimensional,
non-hydrostatic, time-dependent mesoscale models. How-
ever, one can approximately describe the pattern formed dur-
ing an in-situ encounter with a wave field within a limited ge-

Fig. A2. Geometry of wave sampling, as viewed from above aircraft
flight track. ψ1 andψ2 are phase lines of a monochromatic grav-
ity wave sampled at timest1 (solid) andt2 (dashed), respectively.
PointsA andB show the position of the aircraft during consecutive
wave samples. Distance between phase lines equals the wavelength
λ, and the wave vectork is shown orthogonal to the phase lines.VA
andVc are aircraft and convection velocities with respect to earth.
φ andθ are angles between the wave vector and either the aircraft
track or convection velocity vector, respectively.

ographical area. If the observed wave periods are relatively
constant while sampling along a quasi-level altitude, local
parabolic curvature may be neglected, andlines of constant
phase may be assumed.

Figure A2 depicts horizontal sampling of a single,
monochromatic gravity wave forced by a convective updraft
and moving at the velocity of the underlying air column. The
sampling aircraft encounters a wave with phaseψ1 at point
A. After a time intervalδt , the next wave is encountered at
the same phase (i.e.,ψ2=ψ1+2π) at pointB.

A system of equations is used to determine wavelength
λ and phase speedc from the apparent wavelengthλm and
periodδt derived from aircraft measurements:

λm = VAδt

c = Vc cosθ

λ = |λm cosφ − cδt |

where,θ andφ are the angles between the wave vector and
either the convection velocityVc or aircraft velocityVA, re-
spectively.

For the waveencounter of 9 July 2002 (Fig. 5), we assume
the wave is forced by convection at or just below the flight
altitude. Here, the wavevectork is aligned with the mean
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wind (Ū=11 m s−1, V̄=0 m s−1) at the WB-57 altitude. In
this circumstance, intrinsic frequencyω̂ is defined as,

ω̂ =
2π

λ

(
c − Ū

)
On this day, the NASA ER-2 flew in stacked formation

with the WB-57F over the same flight track, releasing a
dropwindsonde approximately 250 km south-southeast of the
convective cell, and less than 30 min prior to sampling of the
wave by the WB-57F. Assuming the wave fieldtravels with
the convection that forces it, we present solutions forλ, c,
and ω̂ based on the convection velocityVc from the sonde
wind data.

The first method uses the pressure-weighted mean wind,
computed from the ocean surface (1006 hPa) up to the
tropopause at∼132 hPa. Calculations yieldVc=6.1 m s−1

from 104◦. Here, the wave and convection velocity vectors
are separated byθ=166◦, resulting inc=−5.9 m s−1. From
this,λ=7.2 km andω̂=0.0148 s−1.

Alternately, the steering wind at 700 hPa may be used.
Here, Vc=6.4 m s−1 from 88◦. Since the wave vector is
the same, it follows thatθ=182◦, yielding c= − 6.4 m s−1,
λ=7.2 km, andω̂=0.0153 s−1.

Local static conditions at flight level yield a buoyancy fre-
quencyN=0.0164 s−1, so the waves are close to the cri-
terion for decay (̂ω∼0.9N ). We use a mean phase speed
(c=−6.2 m s−1) and wavelength (λ=7.2 km) to determine
the updraft velocity. Air flowing through the wave requires a
transit time of 209 s (∼3.5 min) to move from the warm phase
to the cold phase. Assuming convection initially displaced
the parcel upward by 300 m, the average updraft velocity
is W=2.9 m s−1, with a peak velocityWmax=4.1 m s−1. If
our calculations were in error such that the waves were for-
mally evanescent (i.e.,̂ω=N ), a slightly shorter wavelength
(λ=6.6 km) would yield the strongest vertical motions pos-
sible (W=3.1 m s−1 andWmax=4.4 m s−1, respectively).

Appendix B

Homogeneous nucleation model

Our model simulates the evolution of individual sulfuric acid
solution particles within a parcel of clear TTL air. Consis-
tent with measurements in the TTL (Lee et al., 2003), the
size distribution of dry particles is log-normal and bimodal,
with mode radii, spectral widths, and concentrations of 0.015
µm and 0.06µm; 1.4 and 1.5; and 2500 cm−3 and 150 cm−3,
respectively. The parcel oscillates vertically with a frequency
ω̂ and a vertical velocity amplitudeW . Being a parcel model,
environmental wind shear is ignored.

The model permits mixing at the interface between pileus
and deep convective cloud. At the apex of the first cycle in

the wave, it is assumed this mixing occurs instantaneously.
Water and sensible heat are mixed linearly: i.e.,

ζmixture = (1 − f ) ζpileus+ f ζconvection

where,ζ is the mixed quantity andf the fraction mixed in
from the convection. The model then tracks the sizes of in-
dividual particles as they adjust to near instantaneous (in the
case of haze) and diffusive (in the case of ice) equilibration
with the rapid temperature fluctuations induced by convec-
tion.

At equilibrium, we assume solution aerosol adjust their
volumeV such that the activityaw of the curved solution
droplet is equivalent to the relative humidity in surround-
ing air. The nucleation rate of ice embryos in solution
J (aw, T ) determines the probabilityP=1− exp(−JV1t)
an aerosol freezes in time period1t (Koop et al., 2000;
Baker and Baker, 2004). According to this formulation,
aerosol freeze when the saturation ratio with respect to ice
Si reaches∼1.6. Large aerosol have the highest probability
of freezing (V∼r3), but smaller aerosol tend to have corre-
spondingly high concentrations (Na∼r−3). Therefore, it is
almost equally likely that aerosol of a given size will homo-
geneously freeze during1t .

Once frozen, aerosol grow rapidly by vapor diffusion. This
depletes the ambient vapor field and thereforeaw; further nu-
cleation may be suppressed so that only a fraction of avail-
able aerosol become ice crystals. The assigned value of
the condensation coefficient is 0.2 (Delval and Rossi, 2004).
High ice crystal concentrations are favored by lowT and
highW , and are only weakly related to the size distributions
of the aerosol (K̈archer and Lohmann, 2002).
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